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Chapter 13

Community Ecolngy Of Cnemidophorus
Lrzards In Southwestern TexAS:

A Test Of The Weed Hypothesis
JOS.J.SCHALL

A remarkable species richness of Crrcmid.ophorus, or whiptail lizards,
exists in the Chihuahuan desert of southwestern Texas. Nine species occur
in the region between the Pecos river and Rio Grande (the "Trans-Pecos"),
and up to four, in various combinations, can coexist at the same site. Seven
of these occurred on my study sites. They are, C. gularis, C. septermsitta-
tus, C. tigris, C. inornatr.ts, C. exsanguis, C. tesselafzs, and C. dixoni.The
last three species are parthenogenetic. This assemblage of species, and
similar less diverse ones in other parts of the American southwest, have
long intrigued ecologists. How do these species coexist whe! they apPear
similar in body form as well as in food and habitat preference? Case (1983)
stated rhat Cnernidoplnrus are distinct from all other U.S. lizards in for-
aging behavior and overall ecologr and thus form a'guild' of species that
can be examined independently of other lizards. Is there an ecological
"limiting similarity' (MacArthur and Levins, 1967) among these species by
which they partition resources to reduce potential competition?

Lizards have long been important models in studies of resource parti-
tioning (Pianka, f986). Classic works include Barbault (1974) on Mabuya,
Schoener (1968) on Anolis, Pianka (1969) on Ctenotus, Hillman (1969) on
Anwioa, and Pianka and Pianka (1976) onDiplodactghs.In all of these
congeneric assemblages there were important differences among species
in h"abitats used, time"s of activity, and tixa and size of prey eaten]William
Milstead was the ffnt to study seriously the Cnemldoplnnu of southwest-
ern Texas (L957a,1957b). The relatively undeveloped taxonomy of the
genus at that time led Milstead to confuse several species and believe he
was working with only four taxa. He concluded that all the species occu-
pied the same niche, but could not coexist permanently at the same
Iocation. That is, "...no species has an advantage that will allow it to dis-
place another species." Milstead emphasized historical factors such as time
of arrival of each species at a site in determining the composition of the
assemblage. Scudday (1971) reexamined this assemblage and concluded
that the species were subject to "cyclic sympatry'in which species compo-
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sition was unstable. These views suggest the Trans-Pecos whiptail
communityis an unstable one, never reaching an equilibrium, competitive
stage.

Other Cnernid,oplwf?r.r groups have been stu&ed in the sout-hwestern
US. Results were similar to those reported by Milstead. Me&ca (1967)
examined four species in New Mexico. Foods eaten overlapped by g\Vo
(based on taxa, my calculation of overlap from his raw data [able), ind all
four species were found at some sites. EChternacht (1967) studied two spe-
cies in Arizona and concluded they "occupy very similar, but not identical,
ecological niches." Food overlap was very high (mostly termites), but for-
aging behavior differed somewhat between lhe two species. Case (1983)
proposed that body size is important in determiningwhich whiptail species
can coexist. In the Gulf of Caiifornia region two species commbnly exist at
a site, but these are always different in body size (this picture is reminis-
cent of the pattem in body size of Anolis on Caribbean islands [Schall,
1992]). Cnemidophonts tigris is often one species in a pair but varies
gr:ealiy in body size; in some locations it is the small speciesln the pair, and
in others it is the larger species. Case also examined body size of coexisting
species at_sites in Texas, including the Trans-Pecos region. FIis results sug-
gest that body size is also important in the more complex assemblage of
Cnemidnphonc, but my reanalysis &sputes this (below).

In summary the kind of resource partitioning found in other assem-
blages of congeneric l izards has not been found in the whiptai l
communities. Thus, there is a'paradox of the lizards" to rephrase Hutch-
insont (1961) classic title. How do these species coexist without suffering
severe competition? .

As mentioned above, some of the Cnemidophonts in the American
sout-hwestern deserls are parthenogenetic. Approximately a third of the
=45 species of Cnerni.dophonts are known now to be all-female forms
(Cole, 1975; Wright, 1978; Ivloritz et a1.,7992). Wright and Lowe (1968)
presented an important hypothesis to account for the origin and distribu-
tion of these all-female whiptail species. Unisexual species are of hybrid
origin, highly heterozygoms, usually triploid, and are distributed in
ecotonal, unstable habitats. Thesc facts led Wright and f,owe to character-
ize unisexuals as animal 'weeds" adapted to unstable, extreme, disturbed,
or disclimax environments. Weedy species are assumed to be fugitives, col-
onizers, or species of early successional habitats. Such organisms prosper
in transient, disturbed, nonequilibrium, or unsaturated zones wheie com-
petition is slight. Weeds are ecologically fexible, and exploit a broad range
of habitats and resources (broad niched). I{owever, they are adapted io
rapid exploitation of a newly opened habitat and consequently displiaypoor
competitive abllity (sakkai, 1965).
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Are parthenogenetic whiptails animal "weeds" as sugggsted by Wlight
and Lofe? Areas of the sout'hwestern U.S', including the Chihuahuan
desert of Texas, have been subject to major climatic changes since the
Pleistocene (Morafka 1977; Mirtin and Mehringer, 1965). There have
been "repeated and reversible shifts in vegetation between desert scrub
and semi'-arid grassland (Mora{ka, tg77).'-th,rs, these species probably
originated whei their parental taxa were brought together by habitat alter-
ation that allowed hvbridization to occur.

Earlier I proposed two tests of the Wright and f,orve-weed hypothesis
(Schall, tgZZ, tSZg,198f ). If the all-female Cnernidnphonts are animal
weeds, they should have relatively r-selected reproductive traits and have
broader thermal tolerance than bisexual species. I found no differences in
reproductive or body temperature charaCteristics between two all-female
splcies of the Texan desert and three bisexual forms. Here I test another
p'rediction emerging from Wright and [,owe's hypothesis: that all-female
ipecies should tt":uJ" broader fnge of habitats, broader use of resources,

"i',d 
*or" patchy distributions in g6nerally disturbed zones. Niche overlap

between 6isexual species should be low, similar to that seen in other con-
generic assemblagel of lizards, but overlap of the all-female forms with all
Sther species sho"uld be considerable. Species composition at-individual
sites sh^ould be unpredictable when all forms are considered, but should
have patterns of eiclusion when only the bisexual species are examined.
thu., th" ' paradox of the lizards" is iesolved if the afi-female species have
the weedy^characteristic of broad overlap with other congeners in dis-

turbed, nonequilibrium habitats.

Study Sites, Species Studied, And Methods
I studied the five most common whiptail species, two parthenog_enetic

(Cnernidnphonrs tesselatus = diploid; i. esingrx = triploid), and three
bisexual (C. tlgrls, C. inornatu.s, and C" gulari^s). Two 

-other 
species are

found in the aiea in which I worked, but are not included here for most
analyses. C. septemoittatus is primarily a highland relic in the United
St"t6s, but distributed morewid"lyin M"ri"o, and C. dirnnihas averylim-
ited range in Texas near the town of Presidio (sc 'jlday' 1973)' Taxonomic
treatmeit of these species is in Scudday (1971) and colorpictures of all are
in Conant and Collins (f991).

Most work relnrted here was conducted at 45 sites in Brewster, Cul-
berson, jeff Davis-, Pecos, Presidio, and Reeves Counties, Texas, within a
t"trg" of about 2" longitude and 30 l2litrrde (Fig. 1). Elevations ranged
froti OaO to 1600 m. Frecise locations of the sites are available from the

author. Cnemid,oplnrzs become active in mystudyregion in early tt{y:l{
activity falls off sharply in late August. Therefore, eight months of ffeld
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work were divided over four months during each of two years. Each study
site was visited on l-16 days (haHof the r'ite, *"re visiied at least thre6
times) and lizard specimens were collected from all45 sites. Not all infor-
mation was collected for each in&vidual lizard so sample sizes vary for
diflerent kinds of data.

tb

04080
H

KM / '40
Bio
EIend

iltt';
FIGURE l. Iocation of study areas in Trans-Pecos region of Texas. Counties are given as
well as location of Big Bend National Park. Major tormi are indicated as Ep = El p;o, vH
= Van Horn, FS = pe1 Stocldon, M = Marathon, A = Alpine, and MA = Marfa.

Four niche dimensions were examined: macrohabitat, microhabitat,
fioods eaten, and time. of activity._ For most individual whiptails sighted I
recorded: (l) species; (2) time of day, converted later to houis since sunrise
corrected for geographic location and date; (3) behavior of the animal,
especially if it was intgracting with anothe r kzard; (4) microhabitat using
cla.ses reported in Table l. Macrohabitat type was recorded for each sit6
(classes in Table 2). Macrohabitat describeJ the general structure of the
site inclu&ng slope, major plant associations, etcl Elevation for each site
was determined from U.S. topographical maps.

Lizards were collected with 22 cal. no. 12 shot and weighed at once
with a Pesola spring scale to the nearest 0.1 g. In the laborato;ry specimens
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TABLE l. Microhabitats used by five species of Cnemidoplnzzs. Numbers areVo of allliz-

ar& sighted in that class. N = t"ta ttrr-b". seen, B = niche breadth, SB = standardized

niche Sreadth. Species in&cated by ffnt two letters of their speciffc name. Types of micro-

habitaS are mosfly self explanatory except "roughland" which was steep, often rocky slopes

or draws.

GU EX

.37 .29

.018

.019

.010

.001

.L62

.204

.081

.014

.256

.116

.053

.126

.032

0
.031

5.r7
.52
285

TABLE 2. Habitat types used by five whiptall species; number of sites of each type where

each species *r" f"rrnd is given.'Hiqh grassland-= hiqher elevaLion zone of broad shetch of

grarslJnd typical of high flit udl"pln ilre Trans-Pecos; High grass - disturbed = road edges

ind plo*.d 
"r"rr; 

widland = *""d.d areas along streahs, cattle tanla, or some of the

hiehlst elevation locations; grass-shrub-trees = e m;re vegetated, very shrubby zone, often

allng streams; mixed habitat = clearly ecotonal areas between grassland and desert fats;

crmiote flat = a large expanse o[- flatland desert with primarily creosote shrubs;

roughland = steep rocky slopes.
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were sexed, and various measurements taken: snout to vent length (SVL),

head length from anterior end of ear opening to tip of snout, head width
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length from posterior junction of leg and body to tip of longest toe. Rela-
tivJhead, tail, and leglengths were expressed as a proportion of SVL.

Stomachs of specimens were removed and their volumes determined
bv water displaceinent in a graduated cylinder to nearest 0.05 ml. After
f6od *"r re,iroved from the"stomach, the volume of the empty stomach
was taken in a similar fashion to grve the approximate volume of all food.
Foods were separated to taxon and arranged to uniform thickness on a
petri dish whict had a I TT grid gra-ph p*"ptt pasted underneath. This
^allowed an estimate of % of the"stom-ach colntintslhat was devoted to each
food qrpe. Length of each prey item was also measured.

Sizes of geographic diitribution of whiptails 1n{ othpr liz-ard species
were determined by plotting range on a map marked with 1o latitude x lo
longitude squares. tfr" ttuttib"t Jf tquat"t 6ccupied by each species' dis-
tribution gave approximate range size. Distributions illustrated in Conant
( 1975) and Steb-bins ( 1966) were used. Only those species which have most
of their range within the United States were used because the ranges of liz-
ards in Mexico are less well known.

The following metrics were calculated. For niche breadth I used the
measure of Simfson (1949). This metric increases to i, the number of
resource classes (number of food t1pes, fo-r example), when-each resource
class is used equally often. To compare niche sizes across niche dimensions
(and for future possible comparison with other studies) I calculated a stan-
dardized niche treadth as: N'iche breadtVnumber of resource classes. For
niche overlap I use the measure of Pianka (1973). This is a symmetric mea-
sure that ranges from 0 for no overlap to 1.0 for com-plete 

^overlap' 
May

(1975) gives riasons why this metric ii the most useful one for ecologists.
Last, to measure interspeciffc associations based on among-site compari-
sons, I use the methodbf Ilurlbert (1969) which is based on a chi-square
statistic.

Results
lnt e rfe ren ce b etut e en in diDi.duals

I scored interactions between individual whiptails for 62 meetings in
which I subjectively judged that the animals were close and saw one
another. lnis% of ihese ireetings I ranked the outcome as agonistic. In
these, one lizard chased the othei for distances ranging from a few cm to
0.5 m. In only one c€rse did actual biUng and body contact result (two C.
i.nonratus). Leuck (1985)has conducted experiments showing that some
species of parthenogenetic whiptails are less aggressive than some bisexual
siecies p"rh"pr beJause of th6 impact of kin selection. My sample- sizes,
lio*eu.rl, *.16 too small to conducl such a comparison. Hostile behavior
was seen both in conspeciffc and interspeciffc meetings. This suggests that
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the chasing behavior is a means of reducing competition for hidden foods
being searched out at a particular patch of the habitat.

Time,s of actioity
Animals were commonly sighted from 2 to 3 h after sunrise except on

cool mornings or the day after cool or wet weather when lizards tooli sev-
eral more hours to become active (Fig. 2). C. exsanguis has the shortest
activity time and p."k earlier than other species. C. irwntatus, the small-
est species, has a the broad time niche and it was active even on cool
mornings when other syntopic species took several more hours to begin
activity. C. tigris has the broadest range of activity times; I have seen this
species active well after dark on hot evenings.
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121110

HOURS SINCE SUNRISE

FICURE 2. Histogram of times of activity of five species of Crlemidrtphorzs. Mean, SD,
sample size, time niche breadth (B), and sLndarclized niche breadth (SB) given.

As study sites varied considerably in elevation, examination of time of
activity data site-by-site is useful. At those sites where enough animals
were observed, C. inonratus generally had broad times of activity (Time
niche breadth t=B] for sites 6 and 7 was 5.0, for site 19, 5.2, and for site
L4, 6.7). Likewise, C. exsanguis generally had shorter activity times (B =
3.1 - 4.9 for 10 sites [sites 1-5, 13, 20,2I,26, and 31]). C. tigrrs at site 8

v = 4.24 (1 .20)
C. exsanguis 9: 3.75

SB=0.31 N=241

C. gularis x - s.23 (1 .83)
B = 6.43
SB=0.54N=243

C. fess elatus T = 4.96 (1 .58)
B - 5.46
sB = 0.46 N -  193

C. inornatus x -  5.03 (1.73)
B = 6.18
SB=0.52N=485
r = 4.94 (1 .94)
B = 5.52
SB=0.46N=717
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had a time niche breadth similar to that seen in the overall measure (B =
5.9). Thus, the analysis of site-by-site data are similar to the results shown
in Fig. 2 for combined results.

Overlaps between species in times of activitywere high, rangrng frgm
.80 to .98, and average overlap between bisexual species (.900)was similar
to average overlap b,etween the all-female species with all others (.960). I
conclude that there is very little separation among species in the "time"
niche dimension and there is no difference between the bisexual and all-
female species in their times of activity.

Foods eaten
These lizards are opportunistic feeders and eat avery wide variety of

prey types (Table 3). However, termites (Amitermes) are the most frequ-ent
prey o-f four species. Beetles, grasshoppers, a_nd caterpillars are other
important prey consumed. Contrary to the prediction,emerglqg from-the
weed hypothesis that all-female species should have the broadest niches,
C. tesselatu.s and C. exsanguis had the narrowest food niches of the five
species. C. tigris overlapsln diet the least with other,species (Table 4)'
Excluding thii species, mean overlap in &et is very high (0.94), but even
inclu&ng C. tlgrls, mean overlap is considerable (0.82). Mean overlap
between-the thiee possible bisexual species pairs (.768) was similar to the
seven possible pairi of an all-female species with another species ('838).

As prey availability must vary among study sites, I chose 5 sites where
2-4 speciei were syntopic and examined food overlaps- at these locations.
Overlaps within siies were usually very high (> 0.90). Tllu-s, the lower food
niche overlap of C. ttg* (Table 4) is probably a result of this species being
less often syntopic with ot}er whiptails rather than any real difference in
dietary preference. Species that often occur together (C. gularis, C. exsan-
g"x, inld C. tnomanis) have high food niche o:verlaps.

Whlptails might well consume the same prey taxa, but of different
sizes. ThLre a.e silniffc.nt &fferences inhead lbngrhs among theftveCne-
rnidnphons, although relative head lengths are very similar (Fig' 3, Table
5). Juveniles have relatively longer heads (correlations for SVL and Head
I€;gth/SVL are all negative and signiffcant [r's range {rom_ -0.20 to -0.72,
P < .0001]). Males of Esexual speci,es also have largerheads than females
(Newman-Keuls tests, P < .05). Such differences between sexes and
among age classes might well be important in reducing both intra- and
interspecific competition for food. However, as the hypothesis being^exam-
ined concerns on-ly interspeciffc relations, I combined all intraspeciffc data
to compare food iize and-head size among the five sp_ecies. Head size and
size of iargest food items in the stomach are correlated among species_(Fig'
4). However, there is considerable overlap in prey sizes and no signiffcant
differences among the four larger species (t' tests, P > .05). However, the
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TABLE 3. Foods eaten by five species of Crcmidoplnorus in southwestern Texas. Data are
Vo of volume. N = numtrer of stomachs examined. Species gven by ffrst two letters of spe-
cific name.

Prey Class GU IN

Termites

Beetles

Beetle I-arvae

Flies

Grasshopper Adults

Grasshopper
Nymphs

Iepidoptera Adults

Lepidoptera I-a.rvae

Spider Egg Cases

Spiders

Sc''orpions

Other Arachnids

Ants

Other Hymenoptera

Other Orthoptera

Ant Lion I-,arvae

Other Insects

Not Identified

Stones

Plant Matter

Vertebrates

N

.130

.162

.M5

.Ml

.01I

.085

0
.168
.002
.037
.046
.076
.017
.025
.010
.012
.015
. l  l3
.006
0
0

66

.56r

.L42

.036
0
.018
.027

.012

.055
0
.023
.005
.013
.007
.018
.010
.006
.0t4
.M7
.006
0
0

50

.45r

.107

.024

.005

.027

.182

.003

.076
0
.030
.02I
0
.001
.009
.005
.026
.010
.M5
.006
.005
.003

8l

.475

.088

.003
0
.r32
.084

0
.021
.009
.053
.004
.038
0
.002
0
.013
0
.M5
.010
0
.023

5e

.430

.074

.015

.0L4

.013

.2t2

.013

.019
0
.032
0
.007
.022
.021
.017
.002
.053
.052
.004
.0002
0

I20

TABLE 4. Overlap matrix for foods eaten by ffve species of Cnernidoplnns. Also given are
niche breadths (B) and standar&zed niche breadths (SB). Species given by ffrst two letters
of speciffc name.

TI TE GU trX IN
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SB=

.616

.702

.589

.622

9.44
.45

.935

.956

.911

2.9r
. r4

.939

.980

4.38
.2r

.923

3.77
.18

4.09
. rg
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FIGURE 3. Body-measurements for ffve-species of cnemidoplwrus. size,s are $ven as avo
of tlre maximum for each measurement foi all of the ffve species. Thus, C. irnlnaas rs t'te
smallest lizard in snout-vent length (SVL) at about TOqo thit of the largest species C. tesse-
lafzs. Measurements of head length, head length &vided by sw, t-,.:ra #au-, divided by
SVL, and length o[ foreleg divide"d by SW rn.i b" those reLvant io leedine of the lizards
(foryleg.is l._"_d il diggirrg up food itlms). Irini leg length divided by svl,".nd tail length
$"iq"d by SY,should be related to locomolion and th* related to habitat use. Groups*in
brackets are those with no signiffcant difference among them. Code is for first letter(s) of
specific name: T = C. tigris, Te = C. tesseLahs,l = C. inornaAts, E = C. asanguis.

TABLE 5. Body size measurements lor five species of Crcmidoplwrus. Species indicated
by ffrst two letters of specific name. Means, SD below 
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FIGURE 4. Mean head length plotted against mean size of three largest items in stomachs
for ftvewhiptail species. SpeiieJare indiit"d by ffrst t*oletters of splciftc name. Numbers
next to points are sample sizes of prey measured.

The prey classes are broad, so the smaller foods eaten by C. inomahr
might well represent different species compared to the larger foods eaten
by other whiptails. (This effect could also be present for the other Cnemi-
d,ophonts, but less pronounced.) C. inornatus, for example, does not eat
the robust beetle species often consumed by the larger whiptails. It does
eat the same grasshopper species as the other whiptails, but takes smaller
ry*ph stages (T. Joern, pers. comm.).
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_ whiptails could also partition food resources by foraging in somewhat
di ffe rent fashions; however, q u antifying foragi nq- techn"iq ies is difff cu It
because such techniques v-ary by w-e-atIer 

"o"ndi"tiot 
r, time of day, and

study site. cnemidnplnnrs have excellent vision (Benes, rg6g) and'olfac-
tory ability (Stebbins, 1948; Schall, lgg0). All five of the Trans-pecos
whiptailspecies characteristically move through an area, perio&cally "nose
dipping" or tapping their snout down, often-touching fhe gto,rr,d *""-
sionally they lick and the tongue may actually contact t[e gro-und (revealed
in frame-by-frame viewing of high-speed cine films; unpibl. data). These
superffcial observations suggest fbraging behavior is simllar for all species.

In_summary all the whiptail species overlap greatly in food taxa con-
sumed (primarily termites excavated from dea-d -plant'material), and the
four largest species have no signiftcant differenciin food sizes. However,
the smallest s-p,ecies tends to eit smaller prey. There is no clear difference
in patterns of-food use by the all-female and bisexual species.

Ten microhabitat classes Y:TkY"X'."ano,". of crasses is obviousrv
subjective (how a kzard views its surroundings is conjectural), but is not
random here. Earlier (Schall, rg75) I attempted to delimit objectively
those habitat characteristics that determine population density in a tropical
whiptail species. I{ere I use those conclusiont, my preliminary obs6rva-
tions on the west Texas cnemi"d,ophons, and data of other authors to arrive
at microhabitat classes.

Species differ significantly in microhabitat utilization (Table r). c.
ligrfs uses open areas more lrequently than any ot]er species and the dif-
ference is significant for the C. tlg* X C. gularis, C.*exsangurs, and C.
inonratus pairs (c2 tests; P's < .01 - . .oos). c. fig* is also oftei at the base
of creosote (Larrea) shrubs in dcsert f ats. In-addition, c. ligrr.s has the
longesl hind legs and tail o[the species studied (Fig.3). Theie morpho-
llS"gt tra^its_must be importantTor rapid locomoiion ou". open areas
(Pianka, f986).

Cnemid.oplnr g\"y is similarin-Sll- to C. tigris, but utilizes grassy,
more v_egetated microhabitats. About half of c. gularis in&vidualiweie
sighted in or near grass, a microhabitatc. tigris rarely enters. Thus, these
two specie-s may be seen as complementary forms, one in dry desert flats
and the other in grassy habitats. -

_ - Except for the c. gularis - c. tig* pair, overlaps in microhabitats are
high, ranging from O.7t for C. tigri X b. asangu* to O.AS - 0.g5 for the
other.species.pairs. site-by-site comparisons whire sample sizes are large
reveal a similar p_?ttern. For 14 pairs at 8 sites, overlals averaged 0.7g
(range 0.60 - 0.97).- However, at two sites where C. guli* and?. fig*
were syntopic, overlap was 0. For example, at site 8 bordering Balmorlea
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lake in Reeves county, a creosote flat met a grassy zrine nearer to the lake.
C. ti,gris was restricted to the creosote fat and C. gularis to the grass. Site
12 was nearby in Reeves county and was a creosote flat that met a grassy
zone that blended into a more vegetated habitat. C. irnrnatu.s was in all
three habitats, C. gularis in the grass and vegetation, and C. figns in the
creosote.

Comparing the bisexual and all-female species reveals that the two
parthenogenetic species have the broadest microhabitat niche breadths,-but 

mean overlaps between bisexual pairs (.737) is similar to that for all-
female pairings with other species (.860).

Macrolwbitats
Significant differences were found in elevation of sites (Fig. 5) among

speciei (Kruskal-Wallis test, P < .01). C. tigris was found at significantly
lower elevations where creosote flats occur compared to C. gularis, C.
inornah.rs, and C. exsanguis (Mann-Whitney tests, P < .001). C. exsanguis
was found at signiffcantly higher elevations than other species. (M-W tests,
P < .01).

Seven macrohabitat classes were distinguished (Table 2). As expected
from the microhabitat data, C. gularis and C. tigris have different macro-
habitat preferences. The unisexual species are found in a greater variety,of
zones wlen compared with the two larger bisexual species. For example,
both C. tesselahn and C. exsanguis are found in high elevation grassy fat-
lands and also in lower elevation steep roclcy slopes. Each parthenogenetic
species, though, more closely resembles one of its bisexual parental species
(C. tlg* for C. tesselatus, and some population of aC. gularis-kke lizard
for C. exsangu*). C. lnornalas also has a broad range of macrohabitats, but
is usually found in grassy zones.

Species associ,atktns and cornmanitg predictablllty
The Trans-Pecos region of Texas is well known for its unpredictable

and harsh weather conditions as well as vegetational shifts (Morafka,
1973). Local residents related to me numerous anecdotes concerning
unusual weather patterns and biotic changes. Some examples were ice
storms in summer, periodic droughts (in some cases, verylocakzrud: two of
my sites had receivbd no rain at all for 14 months prior to my visits while
nearby areas were quite green), and flash foods (tw9 of my sites were dev-
astated by ma^ssive fooding the year before my study began).

I noticed lvard community shifts in the two summers at several sites.
Several examples follow: (1) At site 2 in Brewster county C. gularis and C.
ersanguis were common animals during the first season of field work
whereas C. tigri^s were rare. By the next year much of the grass had died
back and C. tigris w€ls common, and C. exsanguis and C. tesselatus were
both present, though not common. (2) At Lake Balmorhea (site 8), C.
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FIGURE 5. Distribution of stx Cneniudophorus species by elevation. Each point represents
a site. As more than one species usually occurred at a site, the total number of points is
greater Lhan the actual number of sites visited.

gularis was common in the grassy zore near the lake (discussed above).
The next year had decreased rain, a lower lake, and die-back ofgrass. C.
gularis was much less common and C. tigris moved into the newly dried
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zone. (3) At site 26 in Jeff Davis cornty, c. gularis and c. exsanguis were
abundant in the ffrst season, but c. gula*"h"dcompletely vanYshed the
next season.

A more objective way^to approach communitypredictability is through
coetticients ot interspecific association analysis (Hurlbert, 1969). For ade_
quate analysis, this method requires alarge sample size of sites because
every species is not found at each site. T-herefoi., 

-y 
results would be

treated with caution (Table 6). As expected, c. figr*'and, c. gularis are
str?lgly and, si gn i ff cantly n egatively issociated. L]kewise, C.'exs an guis,
which resembles one o{'its parental species, c. gula*, more than it-does
c. tigris, is negatively associated witllc. tW. e . tesselntu.s, more similar
to its parental species c. tigris, is negative-ly a_ssociated with c. gularis . A
reasonable assumption is thit c. exsinguis ind c. tesselatus shoild there-
fbre be negatively associated; however, the unisexuals are not signiffcantly
assoc^iated suggesting rheir occurrence together is more-or-lesi random.
or 1,9 species pairs, only fo_ur ge signiffcant suggesting that community
predictability is low except for the pJrs discusr"l-ubou"I

TABLE 6. Coefffcients of interspeciffc association. Numbers in bold face are signiffcant at
P < .005. Metric ranges from - 1.0 for negativelyassociated species to + 1.0 foipositively
associated species.

C. tigris C. tessel^atus C, gul^aris C, exsanguis

C, gul"aris
C. qsanguis
C. irwnwh^ts

-.89
-.94
-.30

7f-. .  JD

- .13
.11

.44

.07 67t
- . .1 /

-N'

case (1983) examined body size of coexisting species at sites in Texas,
most of which were in the Trans-pecos region lrre. ta.rz, p. s24 in his
paper). He_ found a_surplus of dissimilarfsized piirs than'expected by
chance and concluded [hat size is imporiant in siructuring th;, whiptjl
assemblages. Fig. 6 contains the numb6r o[species found at ily study s'ites;
the most common situation consisted of two syntopic ,p""i"r. i 

"on_stmcted a graph based on case's format forsites *itt tt"" siecies (Fig. 7);
not enough sites with tripl-ef were available for a similar-analysis. & tz
sites the pairs were more different in body size than the mode, and at 12
sjJgs the pays were less different than the modal size &fference. The major
difference between caset result and mine (Fig. 7) is that the most com-
mon pair in this studywas exsanguis-gularis, wI{ereas Case had no site with
this pair ol-species. I conclude that there is no evidence of overall effect of
body size on determining coexistence of species pairs in this assemblage.
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1234
NUMBER OF @EXISTING SPECIES

FICURE 6. Number of Crcmi^doplnrus species at sites.

. Gnographlcalranges
.Despite the wider rung" of macrohabitlats occupied by parthenoge-

netic cnemidophonrs species, their geographica'l ,u'glr^ are rath"er
restricted compare^d with other bzards. T;blJ8 fresents staEstics for range
size fbr a^variety of lizard groupings. unisexual-whiptails have t}re smalle"st
ranges.of any glgup. Their ranges are signiftcantly smaller than for bisexual
{brms (Mann-whitney test; P < .01) as well as u.s. lizards in general (65
species, r4-w test; P . .02). Most u.s. lizards with small ranges are
restricted to one or two ecological associations; for example, the sp"ecialist
fringe-toed lizards, (Jma, in eaLfornia (stebbins, lg66j. The all'-female
wh.iptails, however, have broad habitat ranges, but small geographic distri-
DUnOnS.

rhe ave rage rr^""ffiJ#!X#"1," lTfr#*f^e rican &urnar rizard
species pair:s studied by Pianka (r973)waso.g6.Thus, these whiptails over-
lap somewhat more than the "average" kzard species pair (mean time
overlap fo-r wliptaill is 0.92). whiptalls are activ? at siriilar ii-.r, 

"r.nmore similar than if time niches wbre random (pianka, et at. [1976l frnd
that if North American lizards used times randomly, overlaps shorid b"
about 0.52). Microhabitat overlap for 55 pairs of North Amlrican lizard
species averages 0-46 (Pianka, tg8o). Th6 Trans-pecos cnernidophorus
overlap in microhabitats by an average of 0.82. Last, dietary orr"rdp 
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FIGURE 7. Possible pairs of species o; Cnemidophozzs studied in Trans-Pecos Texas. First
two letters of specific name given. Number of sites given as "Pairs." Pairs are ordered from
those with greatest differencp in body size (top) to least difference (bottom) as given in Case
(1983). Arrow indicates mode. See text for details.

aged 0.31 in North America (Pianka, 1986) and 0.82 for the
Cnernidoplnrzs studied here.

Discussion
The Wright_and Lowe hypothesis (1968) proposed that parthenoge-

netic Cnernid,oplwrus are of hybrid origin which would explain their very
high levels of heterorygosity. This part of the hypothesiJhas been con-
ffrmed by a long series of studies (for example, Densmore et aI., 1989;
Montzet aI.,1992). The hypothesis then states that the hybrid, highly het-
erozygo,us nature of the all-female whiptails allows them to exploit
ecotonal zones. Wright and Lowe provide convincing evidence that the
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TABLE 7. Geographic ranges for various lizard groups in the United States. Range is in
number of lo latitude X lo longitude squares induded in the species' ranges. Mean and SD
followed by number of species used in the calculation.

Species Group Mean Range SD
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unisexual species are found over geographic regions that have been most
severely altered by changing climatic patterns. Also, the small geographic
ranges of the all-female species suggests they are of fairly recent origin and
have not expanded much beyond the ecotonal zones described by Wright
and Lowe. Last, if the "weed" analoryis continued to its logical conclusion,
we would expect the all-female species to be ecological generalists, overlap
greatly with other whiptails in resources used, and be poor competitors
restricted to disturbed zones where an equilibrium has not yet been estab-
lished. Thus the weed hypothesis would explain how so many species of
Crvrnid.ophozs can coexist in the Trans-Pecos. Howwell is this last exten-
sion of the weed hypothesis supported by the data?

No obvious resource partitioning was detected in previous studies on
the Trans-Pecos Crwrnid,opl-* system, nothing to suggest that the *hip-
tails follow the same sort of "assembly rules" proposed for other complex
congeneric assemblages of lizards. The weed hypothesis suggests the
bisexual species may well follow assembly rules based on resource parti-
tioning, but the all-female species are fugitives that use precompetitive
habitats. Assembly rules have been proposed for many assemblages of spe-
cies (mostly vertebrates), but this practice has been strongly criticized (see
Strong et aI. [1984] for an introduction to this controversy). Critics argue
that random association of species from a geographically-determined spe-
cies pool will produce assemblages very similar to those that are actually
seen. Thus, the 'patterns" seen in these cases, and assembly rules pro-
posed, are actually a spurious result of post hoc story-telling. In reply,
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Pianka (1986) and Case (1983) present rigorous ways to determine if spe-
cies are randomly associated, and give convincing data and analysis that at
least some lizard communities are organizedby interspeciffc interactions.
For the weed hypothesis to avoid a charge of post lnc pleadrngfor a special
case, it should suggest logical pre&ctions based on a knorple dge of Cnemi-
d.ophonrs bioloev.-Each aspect of the biology of the whiptails studied in
this project wiltiow be exa'mined to determiie compliuncle with the weed
hypothesis.

The Cnemidnplrcns species in southwestern Texas present a guild of
widely foraging, rapidly moving insectivorous lizards. The widely foraging
tactic of wliiptail lizards seems uniform throughout the genus, even for
species that are primarily herbivorous (Dearing and Schall, 1_992). Fo-rag-
ing in this way must infuence other aspects of whiptail ecology, such as
reproduction and thermoregulation (Schall, 197 7, I97 8, 198 1; Dearing
an-d Schall, f 993). What hnd of differences might be expected among sPe-
cies if they do, in fact, partition resources?

As most enerry expended in prey acquisition by a widely foraging liz-
ard is consumed in the search, every palatable prey item below a minimum
size should be attacked and consumed. This idea was conffrmed by the
data on prey taxa eaten by the whiptails -- overlaps in &et were ve_ry high.
The whiptails ate mostly termites, a concentrated, nutritious food source
which iJnot exploited by other lizards (and perhaps not by many othe,r
predators as well). Maximum prey size should differ only for lizards with
very different body size, exactly as seen here. C. inomahts, the only really
smill species, takes significantly smaller largcst prey. Layger species will
eat theiame prey sizeJconsumed by the smallest species, but once a bulky
prey item is cbniumed by a large lizard it may be satiated and cease forag-
ing, reducing competition with C. inornatus. Moreover, the most common
prey type, thi small termites; probably have a very rapid recruitment rate.
i 

",iJira" 
that the data proviie ,to 

"fid"n"" 
for a dif?.t"nce between the

all-female and bisexual species in patterns in diet, but the smallest species
may well use a different size range of prey items.

Times of activity were similar for all five species. Presumed preferrgd
body temperatures are also similar for all species; that_is, the all-female
species do not have a broader thermal tolerance and preference compared
to the bisexual species (Schall, 1977). Most likely, oplimal body tempera-
ture is a conservative trait in tlese lizards and not likely to change even
under the impact of hybridization. Foraging time, as opposed to duration
of above-ground time when the lizards are out of their burrows, ryay be
short during the hot desert summer, so all species may need to make full
use of this ielatively short period. Thus, time when active is not likely to
&ffer among species.
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Thus, habitat, both at the ffne and coarse scale, is the niche &mension
most likely to differ among widely foraging species such as Cnemid.ophn-
rzs, and this is what was originally discussed by Wright and Lowe when
they proposed the weed hypothesis. The data show that C. ti,gris and. C.
gularis, the two larger bisexual species, use different habitat types. How-
ever, this preference is not ffxed for the species. I have seen C. gularis in
creosote fat desert habitat east of my study region, beyond the range of C.
tigris.In the El Paso area (site 29),C. tigris occurs alone in apatch of
grassy habitat outside the range of C . gularis. Both of these species can live
in habitat that they appear to avoid where they are sympatric.

The two all-female species can be foundwith any of the otherwhiptails
and in all kinds of habitat. Zweifellong ago (1965) noted the "...unpredict-
able choice of habitat of (C. tesselatus)," and this is what was observed
here. C. tesselatus and C. exsanguis had the broadest microhabitat niche
breadths of the ffve species, approximately 25% broader than the three
bisexual species. The all-female species are foundin a much broader range
of macrohabitat types compared to the two larger bisexual species. They
are, however, most common in disturbed zones. Indeed, the range maps
for C. tesselatus and C. ersanguis should look like a net, with strands fol-
lowing roads, frequently disturbed draws, and even towns. Species
association data in contrast suggest that the all-female species tend to be
in habitats preferred by one of their bisexual ancestor species. Also, pat-
terns of  over lap in microhabi tats do not di f fer  between the
parthenogenetic and bisemal species. I conclude that data on microhabi-
tats only weakly support the weed hypothesis, but the general kind of
habitats chosen by C. exsanguis and C. tessel.atus are broader and tend to
be disturbed zones where population sizes of lizards may not have reached
their carrying capacities.

If only the bisexual species of Cnemid.ophonrs existed in the Trans-
Pecos, they could be used as yet another example of typical resource par-
titioning by congeneric lizards: two larger species with mutually exclusive
habitat use and a small species that takes smaller prey. When the all-female
species are included, the data provide weak support for the weed hypoth-
esis as an explanation of the forces that shape the whiptail assemblage in
southwestern Texas. Milstead followed up on his original study several
years Iater (1965) and found dramatic changes in species composition at
his study areas. This argues that the final resolution of the issues raised
here will require long-term stu&es of turn-over of species at sites viewed
as stable and those that are frequently disturbed. If the all-female species
are fugitive or weedy species, the "cyclic sympatry''suggested by Scudday
(1971) should occur at disturbed sites when the parthenogenetic species
take advantage of habitat where lizard densities have been greatly reduced,
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Piankat recent (1992) study of the effect of disturbance on lizard commu-
nity structure in the Austrilian desert illustrates the importance of such
long-term studies. In the Trans-Pecos, the paradox of fhe whiptails still
invites resolution.
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